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ABSTRACT

1. INTRODUCTION

This poster illustrates the internship experience at Alto Packaging
in Hastings by Grace Patterson, a third year Bachelor of
Computing Systems (BCS) student at the Eastern Institute of
Technology (EIT) in 2013. Grace worked as an IT intern for Alto
Packaging Ltd. in Hastings during this semester. The poster
demonstrates the academic alignment of the BCS course into a
working environment.

The Bachelor of Computing Systems degree at EIT includes a
compulsory 45 credit internship or project in the final semester of
the third year. The internship provides an avenue in which to align
the academic learning aspect of the course and apply it to “realworld” scenarios through work and training.

This internship entailed one main product quality database miniproject, recovering/collecting data and storing/manipulating this
as required, as well as providing IT support within the Hastings
plant.

2. Student Work-Integrated Learning
This internship poster describes the role of the internship carried
out at Alto Packaging as well as the mini-project involved.
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During this internship Grace was involved in one database
development mini-project, updating and creating documentation
while providing support across the Alto Hastings office. These
tasks were in direct correlation to the course work that had been
completed during the Bachelor of Computing Systems degree at
EIT.
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3. Results

This experience showed how vital IT is with everyday business,
not only within IT departments but the entire business.

Activities and practical experience through the BCS degree
carried over into the internship as the fundamentals had been put
in place. This internship experience with Alto Hastings systems
and procedures helped Grace gain additional knowledge into
relational databases, database management and VBA coding.
INTRODUCTION

MY ROLE

The Bachelor of Computing Systems degree at EIT
includes a compulsory 45 credit internship or project
in the final semester of the third year.

During my time as an intern at Alto Packaging I was
involved with one main product quality database
project, as well as providing IT support within the
Hastings plant.

The internship provides an avenue in which to align
the academic learning aspect of the course and
apply it to “real-world” scenarios through work and
training. For my internship I had the opportunity to
be placed within Alto Packaging in Hastings.

As Alto Packaging in Hastings does not have onsite IT
support this required me to carry out my own
problem solving and research, this helped to further
develop my skills and gain new ones in the process.

BACKGROUND
Alto is one of New Zealand’s leading plastic
packaging companies, operating for over 62 years.
Currently they have eight plants in New Zealand and
four sites in Australia. Collectively, these plants
employ over 1,100 people.
Alto Hastings develops and produces plastic
products for a range of needs and problems for the
food and non-food industry.

The key thing I have taken away from this experience
is how vital IT is with everyday production not just
within IT departments but the entire running of a
business.

MINI PROJECT

The benefit of doing this was substantial as it provided
time to complete full sections of the database
properly, carry out extensive user testing and make
alterations and add-ons. Opposed to leaving them with
a large incomplete system full of errors. This also took
the pressure off and gave me extra time to perform
alternative tasks and give assistance within the
Hastings office.

CONCLUSION
This internship provided a good “real world” learning
environment for me and overall was a successful
experience. The internship option in this case proved
to be a more suitable career start for myself in
comparison to a traditional industry project.

The proposed scope of the Product Quality database
project was quite large and was approached in an
iterative manner rather than as an entire database.
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Grace continued in employment with Alto Hastings as an IT
Assistant on a 3-4 month contract. This role was new to the Alto
Packaging Hastings and aligned itself with previous work
completed by Grace.

4. Conclusion
This internship experience was a successful experience for Grace.
The internship option in this case proved to be a more suitable
career start for the student in comparison to a traditional industry
project.

